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Model Number: 20190724-1

Clean Storm Goliath Carpet Cleaning Machine Heated Electric Truck Mount ETM Startup Basic

Heated Pressure Washer 20190724-1

Manufacturer: Clean Storm

Clean Storm Goliath Package Carpet Cleaning Machine Heated Electric Truck Mount
(ETM) Startup Basic Heated Pressure Washer Package 
Description
One 220 v power cord run everything or three 120 volt  cords.  Set up once and clean
the entire project without stopping.  The pump hook directly to a garden hose cold
water and heats the water to 190 degrees!  Nothing to fill and automatic dump.  Stay
ahead of the requirements for water disposal and avoid gasoline use.  Cleaner and
Greener for the environment.  Cleans hotter than most gasoline powered truckmount
systems.  This package has everything you need to outfit an entire truck to clean
carpet and remove pet odors and stains.

This system will give you the power to clean: carpets, rugs, upholstery, drapes, air
ducts, and tile!
 
Full time auto dump for non stop cleaning!

 Made in the USA!

Owner's Manual
Warranty information
Videos

Question and Answers
Which Goliath model is right for you?
Four different cleaning water pressure pressure options.
How much pressure do you want and do you want a heater installed?

1.  The heated 1700 psi unit the pump and heater combo.  When using the heater, the
pumps has to stay outside and you use the customer cold garden hose water.
(Advantage: Most aggressive and fast cleaning for both carpet and tile cleaning. 
Heats the water to 250 degrees from cold garden hose.
2.  On the 1200 psi cold/warm Water Otter system: You take everything inside and
use the customers hot water supply and clean with the water temperature that is
provided by the building.  (Advantages: Pump fits on top of the Goliath during
transport.  Easy to lift in an out of the service vehicle.  Quickly turns down to lower
pressures for carpet and upholstery cleaning.)
3.  Their is also a 500 psi all-in-one machine that has an optional of a heat exchanger.
 Tile cleaning option can also be performed but you would have to purchase one of
the other 1200 psi pumps.  (Advantage:  If all you ever going to do is carpet cleaning,
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upholstery cleaning, water extraction, and air duct cleaning, this option keeps the
machine on two power cords and rolls in the building as one unit.)
4.  High flow extraction cleaning.  This is where you use 65 psi building water
pressure to clean but you change the jet on your cleaning wand/tools to a jet that is 3
times larger.  More water and less pressure. (Advantage: light weight, nothing to
break, smallest investment.  Primarily used in apartment cleaning)
All models of Goliaths can do flood restoration and air duct cleaning.

This portable carpet cleaning machine is impressive.  I have not seen an portable in
30 years that works as well as this one does.
The design of this machine was first started because customer used to ask us "I want
to purchase a portable and leave in the the truck.  What machine has enough power
to do this?"  At the time none did.  Every issue was  addressed  in this design from:  

    • More heat:  Accomplished by direct connect (can be up to 15 degrees hotter than
suction feed portables) to hot water supply and heat exchanger (free energy up to 30
degree hotter than non heated machines).  Compare this to a traditional heated
carpet  machine, they usually only get a 20 degree rise on top of the starting water
temperature because of all the loss of heat while the water is sitting in the fresh tank. 
    • Less electricity:  accomplished by using a heat exchanger instead of traditional
heating rod.  The number one reason portable trip breakers is because the heaters
use a lot of electricity.  Once we found a system that heated water as well as any
electric system, we can use more electricity for vacuum.  We all know that this is the
most important thing to look for in an extractor.  Drier carpet lead to happier
customers.
    • Less weight: No fresh water tank.  Why do you need one?  I cannot think of a
single instance that you need a fresh water tank that cannot be replaced by just
placing the connection hose in a bucket, bath tub, toilet tank, trash can...
    • The best vacuum possible for two power cords: We tested over a dozen different
vacuum motors in different configuration, amp draw, cfm, inches of lift, series VS
parallel.  This machine meet the best of inches of lift and cfm with the best heat for
the heat exchanger.
    • Faster Cleaning by more water pressure:  Accomplished by direct connect
system.  Most sucten feed machines have a huge pressure drop between use and
standby water pressure.  With the extra building pressure helping push on the water
pressure the pumps last longer and just work better.
    • Summary: Faster Cleaning Accomplished by auto fill, auto dump, and more water
actual water pressure while the cleaning tool is in use, better dry time, longer hose
runs, larger auto dump to also do flood restoration, Zero clog dump valve, automatic
defoaming, easier stair climbing.  The machine does not have to follow you around
the house.  Set up in one place and just use extra hose.  This machine works with all
power wands.  In the past power wands where only available to truckmounted carpet
cleaning users.  The Goliath can operate the RX20, Rotovac, DriMaster, Hoss700,
PEB, PowerMate, SpinMaster, etc...

Where did the name Goliath Carpet Cleaning Machine come from?
https://www.steam-bright.net/showthread.php?3389-Were-did-the-name-Goliath-Carp
er-Cleaning-machine-come-from&amp;p=5477#post5477
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To see our vacuum motor testing visit
https://www.steam-brite.com/forum/showthread.php?p=3004#post3004
Includes:

    
        
        
    

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        DriStorm Goliath Flood Pumper 26gal Four 2 Stage Vacs Pressure
Washer Recovery 120v APO Lint Filtration SBM-GO-A SBMGOA
                        - Accessories + No Miscellaneous
                        - Agitation PreScrubbing Equipment + None
                        - Air Mover Fan + None
                        - Crevice Tool Option (Floor) + None
                        - Extended Warranty + No Extended Warranty
                        - Hoses + No Hoses Included
                        - Hour Meter-Panel Mount (120v) + None
                        - Option 1 + None
                        - Shipping Surcharges + None Commercial Address Forklift / Loading
Dock On Site
                        - Voltage + 120 Volt - U.S. Current
                        - Wand (Carpet Cleaning) + No Carpet Clean Wand Upgrade
                        - Wand (Hand Tool) + No Hand Tool Included
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        NorthStar 157495 350000 BTU Water Heater Pressure washing Tile
Cleaning Carpet cleaning Freight included
                         - Shipping Surcharges + None Commercial Address Forklift / Loading
Dock On Site No Appointment Provided
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                        Truckmount Live Reel System Triple reel with 160 ft HOSES
20170330 (Includes 3000 psi Hoses)
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Clean Storm 10-1455 Carpet Cleaning Wand 12in x 1.5in Pipe 2 Jet
1200psi Valve Double Bend AW29
                        - Glide + None
                        - Jet Size (Default) Dual 110015
                        - Quick Disconnect Coupler Needed .Male Brass Carpet Cleaners
Style (Default) 1/4
                        - Shipping Surcharges + Signature Required On All Deliveries
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Electric Truckmount Electrical Converter Starter 3 Package Bundle
20170323 4 Gang No GFCI No Breakers
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                        Clean Storm Grandi Carpet And Upholstery Cleaning Manual Brush
Starter Set Kit No 20100907
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Sticky Tabs AC8403 3X3.5 inch X 100 ft Furniture Carpet Tabs that
Stick 8.697-032.0
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Training DVD Package of 3 Covers the basics a Cleaner needs to
know SBMdvdPak All Sales Final
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Shazaam 20170116 Carpet Cleaning Auto Detailing Start Up Chemical
Package Starter Package ChemStart
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                        Shazaam 20170117 Pet Odor Control Start Up Bundle
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Shazaam 20170115 - Chemical Start Up Package for Stains and
Spotting Starter Kit
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        StainOut T015 Injection Sprayer Plus High Pressure with blow molded
jug 1-8 ratio or 1 - 4 ratio Freight Included [T-015]
                    
                
            
            
        
    

Optional Item Below: 

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        PMF Crevice, 56 Inch Long Tool, Booted/Easy Glide Grout and Tile
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Wand, Internal Spray, 3000psi Top Mounted HD Valve
                        - Quick Disconnect Needed - None
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        HydroForce: FlashXtractor Water Claw Wand
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        PCS Hydro Shark Moisture and Urine Sensor Meter V 02 17 06
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Wall Buddy Corner Guard 861609 AC18
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        HydroForce SX-12 Tile Cleaning Tool SX12 AW104
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                        Clean Storm High Flow Extraction Conversion Kit [SBMFlowK]
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                         
                        Optional
                        Clean Storm Grout Master Cleaning Tool 300psi - 1200 psi 20190919
Wand 
                        For the first time in history, pressure wash tile and grout with a
standard 500 psi portable carpet cleaning machine.
                        No high pressure pump required.
                        Watch Video On Link!
                    
                
            
            
        
    

 

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 28 June, 2009
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